


Permanent Water Supply Update to the  

North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality 

April 27, 2017 

Duke Energy evaluated the feasibility and costs of providing a permanent replacement water 
supply to eligible households, as required under G.S. 130A-309.211(c1) of House Bill 630 and 
submitted proposed plans to the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) 
in December 2016.  Households were designated as “eligible” if any portion of a parcel of land 
crossed the ½ mile compliance buffer described in HB630 and if the household currently utilized 
well water or bottled water (under Duke Energy’s voluntary bottled water program) as the 
drinking water source.   

Although HB630 indicates that households are to be covered, Duke Energy also included 
businesses, churches, schools, and other industrial locations that utilize a well as their primary 
drinking water source as eligible within House Bill 630.   

Upon NCDEQ’s final approval of the plans, Duke Energy’s contractors will begin working with 
the well owners, tenants, and homeowners of connected wells to implement the solutions.  If, 
during implementation, it is determined that households within the ½ mile boundary were 
inadvertently not identified, they will be added to the eligible list.   If eligibility changes for any 
other reason (i.e. already connected to municipal or an empty lot with a barn on it), NCDEQ will 
be notified.   

Update on Proposed Plans 

As of April 26, 2017, 80% of eligible households have returned selection cards to Duke Energy.  
An updated summary of the returned selection cards is included as Attachment A.  A list of all 
the eligible households, the solutions offered to them, the solution selected by the well owners, 
as well as the date Duke Energy either received the selection card or the date that the well 
owner signed the selection card was submitted via email to NCDEQ on April 21, 2017.   

Based upon current information, Duke Energy believes that the schedules listed in the proposed 
plans will be met for all locations that require either an installation of a water treatment system 
(pending receipt of the screening values by NCDEQ) or where there is a connection to an 
existing municipal water main.  For those areas requiring new municipal lines to be installed, 
updated schedules will be provided to NCDEQ once the municipalities who are installing the 
new municipal lines hire and complete detailed engineering and once Duke Energy completes 
detailed engineering for Allen.  

Allen Steam Station 

The City of Belmont has requested Duke Energy to design and install all new water mains 
required under House Bill 630.  Based upon the current well owner selections, there appears to 
be enough well owners who have selected connection to a public water system for the water 
mains to be installed as indicated in the December 2016 proposed plans.  Duke Energy has 
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already hired an engineering design firm, who has begun designing the new municipal lines.  If 
detailed design, which is expected to be completed by July 2017, determines that high quality 
water cannot be delivered to any of the households that require a new water main, NCDEQ will 
be contacted and those homeowners will be offered a water treatment system.  Also, if water 
easement negotiations are unsuccessful or result in making connection to a public water supply 
cost prohibitive, NCDEQ will be contacted and the homeowners will be offered the option of a 
water treatment system.   

Currently 15 households have selected a water treatment system in lieu of connection to the 
public water supply, and two households have opted out of either solution.   

Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with implementation of the plan based upon 
returned selections.  

Asheville Plant 

As all of the eligible households identified require only a service line connection to an existing 
water main, Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with implementation of the plan 
based upon returned selections. 

Belews Creek Steam Station 

Five households have opted out of the offered solution.  As the remaining eligible well owners 
selected a water treatment system, Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with the 
implementation of the plan based upon returned selections with one modification.   

The original plan indicated one filtration system per household.  Based upon information 
received during the community information sessions and by our water filtration vendors, in some 
cases one water treatment system connected to one well can provide filtration to multiple homes 
in a more efficient manner. Duke Energy is requesting approval that, if it provides an operational 
benefit, one water treatment system be installed for multiple homes on the same parcel. 

Buck Steam Station 

Based upon the current well owner selections, there appears to be enough well owners who 
have selected connection to a public water system for the water mains to be installed as 
indicated in the December 2016 proposed plans.  Rowan County is hiring an engineering design 
firm, who will design and install the new municipal lines.  If detailed design, which is expected to 
be completed in the summer of 2017, determines that high quality water cannot be delivered to 
any of the households that require a new water main, NCDEQ will be contacted and those well 
owners will be offered a water treatment system.  Also, if water easement negotiations are 
unsuccessful or result in making connection to a public water supply cost prohibitive, NCDEQ 
will be contacted and the homeowners will be offered the option of a water treatment system.   

Since the public water supply system that will be installed to serve the homes around Buck 
Steam Station is new, water rates have not been finalized.  Based upon the current number of 
households that will be connected to the new system, Rowan County has estimated a monthly 
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bill of $65-$73 per month for 5,000 gallons, versus the $50 per month which was estimated in 
the December 2016 proposed plan.  Once Rowan County has installed the new line and the 
number of connections to the new system has been finalized, the actual monthly bill will be 
determined.      

Currently four well owners have selected a water treatment system in lieu of connection to the 
public water supply, and four well owners have opted out of either solution.   

Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with the implementation of the plan based 
upon returned selections.  

Cape Fear Plant 

One well owner selected a water treatment system in lieu of connection to a public water supply.  
As the remaining eligible households identified require only a service line connection to an 
existing water main, Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with implementation of the 
plan based upon returned selections.   

Dan River Steam Station  

As the one eligible household opted out of a permanent water solution, no solution is needed.   

HF Lee Plant 

Since submittal of the proposed plan, Fork Township Sanitary District has informed Duke 
Energy that water mains are already in place to serve all eligible households.   

Six well owners have opted out of a permanent water solution, and one has selected a water 
treatment system.  As all of the remaining eligible households identified require only a service 
line connection to an existing water main, Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with 
implementation of the plan based upon returned selections. 

Fork Township Sanitary District has also disconnected its supply well that is located within the ½ 
mile boundary.  A new supply well will be installed by Fork Township Sanitary District outside 
the ½ mile boundary.  As indicated in the proposed plan, a time frame for a replacement well will 
be shared with NCDEQ once developed by Fork Township.   

Marshall Steam Station 

Based upon the current homeowner selections, there appears to be enough homeowners who 
have selected connection to a public water system for the water mains to be installed as 
indicated in the December 2016 proposed plans.  Catawba County will be hiring an engineering 
design firm, who will design and install the new municipal lines.  If detailed design, which is 
expected to be completed in the summer of 2017, determines that high quality water cannot be 
delivered to any of the households that require a new water main, NCDEQ will be contacted and 
those homeowners will be offered a water treatment system.  Also, if water easement 
negotiations are unsuccessful or result in making connection to a public water supply cost 
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prohibitive, NCDEQ will be contacted and the homeowners will be offered the option of a water 
treatment system.   

Currently nine well owners have selected a water treatment system in lieu of connection to the 
public water supply, and two well owners have opted out of a solution.  One well owner has 
indicated that they are still considering their solution. 

Since a number of households identified in the December 2016 plan were later determined to be 
already connected to a municipal line, the cost per household to connect remaining households 
who have requested connection, plus those who have not submitted a selection yet, is 
estimated to be $30,000.  The estimated installation cost for a municipal line in the December 
2016 proposed plan was $23,400.  Also, it is expected that one meter will be installed for 
Dewberry Parcel 126, Mott’s Grove United Methodist Church, with individual lines extending to 
the camp sites. 

Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with the implementation of the plan based 
upon returned selections.  

Mayo Plant 

One well owner has opted out of the proposed solution.  As the remaining eligible households 
selected a water treatment system, Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with the 
implementation of the plan based upon returned selections with one modification.   

The original plan indicated one filtration system per household.  Based upon information 
received during the community information sessions and by our water treatment vendors, in 
some cases one water treatment system connected to one well can provide filtration to multiple 
homes in a more efficient manner. Duke Energy is requesting approval that, if it provides an 
operational benefit, one water treatment system be installed for multiple homes on the same 
parcel. 

Rogers Energy Complex (Cliffside) 

There are currently 52 households who have selected connection to a public water system.  
While the cost estimate per household is greater than the $35,000 per-household threshold 
agreed upon between Duke Energy and NCDEQ, Duke continues to recommend offering public 
water to these households.  Detailed design and cost estimates from the construction 
companies, including the decision by the seven outstanding households, will determine the final 
cost per household.  Grassy Pond Water Company will be hiring an engineering design firm, 
who will design and install the new municipal lines.  If detailed design, which is expected to be 
completed in the summer of 2017, determines that high quality water cannot be delivered to any 
of the households that require a new water main, NCDEQ will be contacted and those 
homeowners will be offered a water treatment system.  Also, if water easement negotiations are 
unsuccessful or result in making connection to a public water supply cost prohibitive, NCDEQ 
will be contacted and the homeowners will be offered the option of a water treatment system.   
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Currently two well owners have selected a water treatment system in lieu of connection to the 
public water supply, and one well owner has opted out of a solution.   

Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with the implementation of the plan based 
upon returned selections.  

Roxboro Plant 

Three well owners have opted out of a solution, and two well owners submitted their selection 
cards with no option selected.  As all of the remaining eligible households selected a water 
treatment system, Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with the implementation of 
the plan based upon returned selections with one modification.   

The original plan indicated one filtration system per household.  Based upon information 
received during the community information sessions and by our water filtration vendors, in some 
cases one water treatment system connected to one well can provide filtration to multiple homes 
in a more efficient manner. Duke Energy is requesting approval that, if it provides an operational 
benefit, one water treatment system be installed for multiple homes on the same parcel. 

Sutton Plant 

All of the eligible industrial locations were offered a water treatment system.  As indicated in 
Duke Energy’s March 30, 2017 letter to NCDEQ, six of the industrial customers are located 
along a current water main.  The December 2016 proposed plan used a residential water 
treatment system as a threshold to determine if a water line connection was cost prohibitive to 
install. However, since the systems that would be installed at these industrial locations would be 
sized to meet the industrial potable needs, Duke Energy is obtaining quotes for both the water 
treatment systems and for connection to the existing municipal line to determine the appropriate 
options for these industrial customers.  Once cost estimates are submitted by vendors, Duke 
Energy will update NCDEQ with the information and provide new selection cards to well owners, 
if applicable.  

For the remaining industrial locations that are not located on an existing water main, water 
treatment systems will be installed if they have been chosen.  Two well owners have opted out 
of a solution.  Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with the implementation of the 
plan based upon returned selections based upon returned selections.     

Weatherspoon Plant 

The December 2016 proposed plan recommended a water treatment system for households not 
located on an existing main, and either connection to the public water system or a water 
treatment system for those households on an existing main.  Six well owners who were offered 
a water treatment system have chosen it as their proposed solution, and three of the other well 
owners have opted out.  As the remaining households only require a service line connection to 
an existing main, Duke Energy requests approval to move forward with implementation of the 
plan based upon returned selections. 
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Updates on Implementation of Solutions 

By the 15th of every month, a status report will be submitted to NCDEQ including the previous 
month’s progress.  The report will include an update on: 

 The selection cards received; 
 Updates to the eligibility list; 
 The location of where water treatment systems were installed; 
 Status of the new municipal lines (i.e. milestones completed, number of miles 

completed);  
 The location of where service line connections were installed; and 
 Schedule for completion.   

Issues or complications that occur during implantation of the solutions will also be 
communicated in the monthly report.   



Original # 
Eligible 

Households

# Water 
Lines

# Water 
Filtration 
Systems

Total # Eligible 
Households

# Water 
Lines 

Selected

# Water 
Filtration 
Systems 
Selected

Opt Out 
Selected

No 
Selection

Total # Eligible 
Households 
Returned

Selections 
Remaining

% Returned

Aqua 
Households 
(77) + Aqua 
Wells (3) **

% Returned 
w/Aqua

Notes

Allen 272 271 1 285 164 15 2 0 181 104 64% 80 92%
77 households are Aqua customers
Duplexes not identified in original plans

Asheville 40 40 0 23 7 0 0 0 7 16 30% Reduction due to customers already on municipal
Belews Creek 58 0 58 55 0 39 5 0 44 11 80% Removed sheds / barns

Buck  189 188 1 191 171 4 4 0 179 12 94%
Removed sheds / barns
Added mobile homes

Cape Fear 4 4 0 4 3 0 1 0 4 0 100%
Cliffside  66 64 2 62 52 2 1 0 55 7 89% Removed sheds / barns
Dan River 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 100%
HF Lee 42 42 0 36 26 1 6 0 33 3 92% Reduction due to customers already on municipal

Marshall 127 125 2 88 70 9 2 1 82 6 93%
Reduction due to customers already on municipal
Removed sheds / barns
Church with Camp Meeting reduced to one connection

Mayo 22 0 22 19 0 16 1 0 17 2 89% Removed sheds / barns
Roxboro  91 0 91 95 0 76 3 2 81 14 85% Multiple homes on parcels

Sutton* 14 0 14 12 0 5 2 1 8 4 67%
Abandoned property
Parcel without a well identified

Weatherspoon 14 7 7 13 3 6 3 0 12 1 92%
Total 940 742 198 884 496 173 31 4 704 180 80% 80 89%

100

Instances where the homeowner has conveyed their selection verbally or via an attorney, but where Duke has not received a selection card, are not included in the count.

Original Proposed Plans Current Analysis
Attachment A: House Bill 630 Eligible Household Selection Card Status ‐ as of April 26, 2017

** Until we receive clarification from NCDEQ concerning the Aqua customers, these households are being tracked separately.  If the decision is made that Aqua will make the selection for their customers, the number of households with a selection will increase as 
shown.

* One Sutton location stated they would like connection to the water line.  Since we are analyzing connection to municipal for industrial locations along a current water main, this selection has been marked as "no selection" now and will be updated once bids 
received.

Selections Remaining Excluding Aqua


